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Abstract: In this work, we propose to use four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) and multi-
core fibers (MCFs) to support very high capacity datacenter interconnect (DCI) links. The limitations
imposed by inter-core crosstalk (ICXT) on the performance of 112 Gb/s up to 80 km-long optically
amplified PAM4 inter-DCI links with intensity-modulation and direct-detection and full chromatic
dispersion compensation in the optical domain are analyzed through numerical simulation for high
and low skew-symbol rate product (SSRP). With only one interfering core, we show that those
PAM4 inter-DCI links achieve an outage probability (OP) of 10−4 with a maximum ICXT level of
−13.9 dB for high SSRP and require an ICXT level reduction of about 8.1 dB to achieve the same OP
for low SSRP. Due to using full dispersion compensation, for an OP of 10−4, the maximum acceptable
ICXT level shows only a 1.4 dB variation with the MCF length increase from 10 km to 80 km. When
considering the ICXT induced by several interfering cores, the maximum ICXT level per interfering
core for an OP of 10−4 decreases around 3 dB when doubling the number of interfering cores. This
conclusion holds for high and low SSRP regimes. For two interfering cores, we show that a single
interfering core with low SSRP is enough to induce a severe reduction of the maximum acceptable
ICXT level.

Keywords: bit error rate; inter-core crosstalk; inter-datacenter connections; multi-core fiber; outage
probability; four-level pulse amplitude modulation.

1. Introduction

In the last few years, worldwide traffic in telecommunication networks has been
increasing dramatically around 30% per year [1,2]. This growth is fueled by the progressive
development of next-generation 5G mobile broadband technologies, expansion of the
Internet of Things, and increasing of high data-rate applications such as streaming video,
real-time gaming, cloud computing, and big data analysis [3]. To accomplish this capacity
growth, in recent years, datacenters owned by cloud companies and content providers
have proliferated around the world to provide increased availability, high bandwidth and
reduced latency to customers [4]. Moreover, the major amount of traffic is now exchanged
between servers inside the same datacenter and between datacenters [1].

Datacenters interconnect (DCI) technology has evolved and continues to evolve to
support this data capacity growth. In short intra-datacenter links, the format of the
transmitted signals was usually the on-off keying (OOK), where intensity-modulation
and direct-detection (IM-DD) ensured low cost and reduced complexity [5]. However, in
2014, OOK signal transmission reached its limit at the data rate of 25 Gb/s [6]. To surpass
this limitation, four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) signal transmission has been
deployed for DCI communications in 2017 with the target of improving data capacity [5,7].
The PAM4 format doubles the spectral efficiency in comparison to OOK, and is expected to
be an economical and efficient enabler of 100G and 400G single-channel transmission in
intra-DCI and inter-DCI links [5,6].
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Multi-core fibers (MCFs) can improve even further the capacity of DCI links, while
saving space inside datacenters in comparison with the space occupied by the large number
of single-mode single-core fibers (SM-SCF) required to achieve the same capacity [8].
Weakly-coupled MCFs are a good solution to achieve the required capacity, since the
individual cores can be used independently for data transmission with similar latency.
However, the reach and transmission performance with weakly-coupled MCFs is impaired
by a physical intrinsic phenomenon known as inter-core crosstalk (ICXT) [2,9,10]. The ICXT
has been characterized in several works [9–16]. In particular, the dual-polarization discrete
changes model (DP-DCM) has been proposed in [13] to describe the distribution of ICXT
field by the two polarizations. This model has been validated by experimental results of
short-term average ICXT, the autocovariance of the ICXT power, decorrelation bandwidth
of the ICXT power, stochastic time characterization of the short-term average ICXT and
autocovariance of the short-term average ICXT [10,14–16]. Due to the random evolution of
ICXT over time, the ICXT can lead to: (i) random fluctuations of the bit error rate (BER)
over short time periods [17,18], and (ii) system outage over long time periods of high
ICXT power [17,19]. It has been shown that, in IM-DD systems, periods with high ICXT
power are more likely to occur due to the random evolution of ICXT [12]. Therefore, the
evaluation of the system outage, through the outage probability (OP) metric, is of utmost
importance to assess the performance of IM-DD links supported by MCFs. The ICXT
impact on the OOK system performance has been assessed by comparing experimental and
simulated BERs and OPs in weakly-coupled MCFs [19] and by comparison with theoretical
results [20]. The dependence of the OP due to ICXT on several parameters and features
of OOK systems, such as the laser linewidth [21], skew-symbol rate product [21,22], and
ICXT level [19,22] has been studied. The impact of ICXT on the performance of PAM4
IM-DD systems has also been assessed [23–26]. The dependence of the BER on the received
power has been assessed experimentally in an unamplified 2 km link with 100 Gb/s PAM4
signals and in an unamplified 2.5 km link with 112 Gb/s to show the system feasibility
in the presence of ICXT [23,24]. The BER, eye-pattern, and OP have been assessed for
an unamplified intra-datacenter link with 2 km with PAM4 signal transmission in the
interfered core and OOK signalling in the interfering cores [25]. The ICXT impact on the
system performance of an optically amplified inter-datacenter link with a single interfering
core, optical amplification, and chromatic dispersion compensation has been assessed in
terms of the BER, eye-patterns, and OP [26].

Inter-DCI links can reach up to 100 km and are optically amplified using erbium-
doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) due to the higher distances in comparison with shorter
intra-datacenter links. A possible solution for optical amplification used in links supported
by single-core fibers (SCFs) is to use single-core EDFA (SC-EDFA) [27]. However, links
supported by MCFs with such a solution would lead to high power consumption and
become costly since they would require a SC-EDFA for each core. Hence, to support
amplification in MCFs, multi-core EDFAs (MC-EDFAs) have been proposed to reduce
power consumption, number of required components, and overall cost in comparison to
multiple SC-EDFAs, and have demonstrated promising features such as supporting high
data capacity and allowing standard cladding diameter of 125 µm [28]. MC-EDFAs induce
ICXT on the transmitted signals, an effect that does not occur in SC-EDFAs [27], and the
total crosstalk level from six outer cores of a MC-EDFA was estimated to be −46.5 dB at
the center core [29].

To enable high data rate signal transmission in such long IM-DD inter-DCI links, chro-
matic dispersion (CD) should be mitigated using dispersion compensation techniques [6,30].
As simple electric dispersion compensation techniques, such as adaptive equalization per-
formed with digital signal processing (DSP), are not effective due to the high values of CD
found in inter-DCI links [6], the CD compensation (CDC) must be performed in the optical
domain. In inter-DCI links, optical CDC is most commonly performed using dispersion
compensating fibers (DCFs) [31–34].
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In this work, the OP due to ICXT induced by multiple interfering cores in IM-DD inter-
DCI links up to 80 km-long with PAM4 signal transmission, full loss and perfect optical
dispersion compensation, is assessed and analyzed using numerical simulation. This work
extends the preliminary work presented in [26] by assessing the ICXT impact on the OP,
for a single interfering core and MCF lengths ranging from 10 km to 80 km, for several
interfering cores with the same skew and for two interfering cores with different skews.

2. Inter-DCI Link Modeling and OP Estimation

Nowadays, inter-DCI links are supported by SM-SCFs, single-core EDFA-based optical
amplification and CD compensation using DCFs [31,32]. To support a future significant
link capacity increase, our proposal is to deploy weakly-coupled MCFs in such links.

In IM-DD inter-DCI links fully supported by multi-core technology, the signals gener-
ated by several optical transmitters, each one feeding a different core, would be spatially
multiplexed by a multiplexer (MUX) before launching the signals along the MCF. With CD
compensation performed in the optical domain, we may suppose that, at the MCF output,
an MC-DCF would compensate the CD induced in each core by the MCF. Afterwards, a
MC-EDFA would compensate the link losses and a spatial demultiplexer (DeMUX) would
physically separate each core. The signal transmitted in each core would be photodetected
and processed by an individual DD optical receiver. However, this inter-DCI link architec-
ture can be seen as a future solution as, to the best of our knowledge, the MC-DCF is not
an available technology.

As an alternative solution, which can be deployed with today’s technology and that
has a low use of MCF technology, the inter-DCI link has a spatial DeMUX at the MCF
output which allows for compensating the core CD and link losses on a core-by-core basis
using SC-DCFs and SC-EDFAs, respectively. Afterwards, each signal associated with each
core is photodetected and processed by an individual DD optical receiver.

In the following, we consider the alternative solution for the inter-DCI link architecture.
As the spatial MUX and DeMUX insertion losses can be as low as 1 dB [24,35,36], those
losses are considerably lower than the MCF and DCF losses, particularly for the longer
inter-DCI link lengths, and we neglect them in comparison with the MCF and DCF losses.
In addition, the level of ICXT originated in the spatial MUX and DeMUX may be of the
order of −55 dB [37], which is significantly lower than the MCF ICXT levels presented in
Section 3 corresponding to the maximum acceptable OP. Hence, in this work, we assume
that the spatial MUX and DeMUX ICXT can be neglected relative to the MCF ICXT.

In the remainder of this section, the equivalent model of the inter-DCI link is described
and the method used to estimate the OP is presented.

2.1. Equivalent Model of the Inter-DCI Link Supported by MCF

The system equivalent model of the inter-DCI link supported by MCFs is shown in
Figure 1. Only the receiving part of the interfered core n, also designated as core under
test (CUT), is represented in Figure 1, as only the performance of the CUT impaired by
ICXT is assessed. For the interfered core n, and for each interfering core m (with m=1, . . . ,
Ni), a transmitter is considered, generating a different PAM4 signal independent from the
PAM4 signals generated in the other transmitters. Then, in each transmitter, the PAM4
symbols are sampled and passed through an electrical filter that models the frequency
limitations of the electrical part of the transmitter. Each optical modulator performs a linear
electro-optical conversion without chirp and has a finite extinction ratio r.

The weakly-coupled MCF model considers the CUT and Ni interfering cores. To focus
on the analysis of the impact of ICXT on the performance of very high capacity inter-DCI
links, the CDC is designed to perfectly compensate the CD induced in the CUT.

After the CDC, the signal is optically amplified by an EDFA and an optical filter
reduces the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise power. The EDFA gain is set to
fully compensate the losses introduced by the MCF and the CDC module. The DD optical
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receiver includes a PIN photodetector, electrical noise addition due to the electrical circuitry
of the receiver, filtering, and the decision circuit to decide on the transmitted PAM4 symbol.
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Figure 1. System equivalent model of an optically amplified inter-DCI link supported by a MCF and
with CDC.

2.2. PAM4 Signal Characterization

In this subsection, the characterization of the PAM4 signal generated at the output of
each one of the optical transmitters is provided.

In the simulator, the PAM4 symbols sequence is generated using four level deBruijn
sequences of maximum length 4Nreg , obtained from Galois arithmetic, where Nreg represents
the length of the offset register used to generate the sequence. The PAM4 symbols ak (with
k = 0, 1, 2, and 3), with corresponding power levels Pk, are equally likely to occur [38].
The representation of the power levels of a PAM4 signal for a non-zero extinction ratio
is presented in [38]. The PAM4 signal extinction ratio is defined as r = P0/P3 [38]. The
power of the intermediate levels of the PAM4 signal is controlled by the constants A and
C, with P1 = CP3 and P2 = AP3 [38]. To minimize the BER in optically amplified PAM4
links with dominant signal-ASE beat noise, the constants A and C can be optimized, being
the optimal A and C given by C = (1 + 4

√
r + 4r)/9 and A = (4 + 4r + r)/9 [38]. After

signal generation, to model the amplitude and phase distortion induced by the filtering
and parasitics at the electrical part of the transmitter, the ideal PAM4 signal is filtered by
a 3rd order Bessel filter. The −3 dB bandwidth of the Bessel filter is set the same as the
symbol rate, Rs.

2.3. MCF Modeling and ICXT Generation

In the following, the simulation model known as DP-DCM, used to characterize the
ICXT induced by the cores of the MCF, is presented [13]. The DP-DCM characterizes the
ICXT induced by the different cores of the MCF on the CUT. Several works have shown
that the ICXT results mostly from the discrete contribution of points along the longitudinal
propagation direction of the MCF, known as phase matching points (PMPs). The PMPs,
where the difference between the effective refractive index of the interfering and interfered
cores is zero, manifest randomly along the fiber [13]. The total ICXT induced by each
interfering core can be approximated as the sum of the contributions associated with each
PMP. Each contribution is weighted by an independent random phase shift (RPS) and the
corresponding propagation delay [12]. The RPSs model random variations of the bending
radius, twist rate, or other conditions in the MCF [11,13].

The DP-DCM describes the ICXT generation in the two polarization directions x and y.
The transfer functions Fa,b(ω) model the frequency response of the ICXT from polarization
a (with a = x or y) at the input of one interfering core m (1 ≤ m ≤ Ni) to polarization b
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(with b = x or y) at the output of the interfered core n. The transfer function Fa,b(ω) is
given by [13]

Fa,b(ω) = − j√
2

Knm exp
(
−jβn(ω)L

)
· exp

(
−α

2
L
)
·

Np

∑
k=1

exp
[
−j(βm(ω)− βn(ω))zk

]
exp

[
−jφ(a,b)

nm,k

]
(1)

where α is the power attenuation coefficient (assumed equal for all cores), Knm is the
average inter-core coupling coefficient, which is given by the average of its contributions in
the two polarization directions [13], ω is the angular frequency, L is the MCF length, Np is
the number of PMPs [11], and βl(ω) (with l = 1...Ni, or n) is the average of the propagation
constants in the two polarization directions in core l, given by [39]

βl(ω) = β0,l + β1,lω +
β2,l

2
ω2 +

β3,l

6
ω3 (2)

where β0,l is the propagation constant at the operating wavelength λ0, β1,l is the inverse
of the group velocity, β2,l is the group velocity dispersion and β3,l is the higher order
dispersion, for core l. The skew between an interfering core m, and the interfered core,
n, is given by Smn = dmnL, where dmn is the walkoff between cores m and n defined by
dmn = β1,m − β1,n.

In Equation (1), φ
(a,b)
nm,k represents the RPS associated with the k-th PMP and the RPSs are

independent and modeled by a uniform distribution between 0 and 2π. The longitudinal
coordinate of the k-th PMP, zk, is randomly distributed between two consecutive PMPs
and is given by zk = L(rk + k− 1)/Np, where rk

(
1 ≤ k ≤ Np

)
are independent random

variables with uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1[.
Each PAM4 interfering signal is generated independently from the other interfering

signals. The optical field at the input of each interfering core is split in the two polarization
directions x and y, given by

cm,x(t) = cm(t)×
√

ξm

cm,y(t) = cm(t)×
√

1− ξm (3)

where cm,x(t) corresponds to the optical field transmitted in polarization x, cm,y(t) corre-
sponds to the optical field in polarization y and ξm controls the power splitting between
the two polarization directions. The parameter ξm can vary between 0 and 1 [13].

The overall ICXT field results from the sum of the ICXT fields corresponding to each
one of the interfering cores at the output of the MCF. Each ICXT field induced by core m
that interferes in the signal at the output of the core n in the two polarization directions,
cXT,m,x(t) and cXT,m,y(t), is given by [13]

cXT,m,x(t) = cm,x(t) ∗ F−1[Fxx(ω)] + cm,y(t) ∗ F−1[Fyx(ω)]

cXT,m,y(t) = cm,x(t) ∗ F−1[Fxy(ω)] + cm,y(t) ∗ F−1[Fyy(ω)] (4)

where ∗ stands for convolution and F−1 stands for the inverse Fourier transform.
The DP-DCM has been developed to keep the complexity and time of simulation of

ICXT at acceptable levels. In such a model, the evolution of the ICXT impact on the system
performance is evaluated in time fractions with a much shorter duration than the ICXT
decorrelation time [20]. Those time fractions are separated by time intervals longer than
the decorrelation time of ICXT. This means that, from time fraction to time fraction, the
ICXT is uncorrelated and, within each time fraction, the ICXT is totally correlated. For
this reason, the ICXT in each time fraction corresponds to an independent set of RPSs,
which we call MCF realization [20]. Therefore, the different MCF realizations are obtained
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by generating randomly different sets of Np RPSs from each interfering core. In each
iteration of the Monte Carlo (MC) simulator, one MCF realization is generated, and the
symbols of the PAM4 signal transmitted in each interfering core are randomly generated.
For equal powers at the input of the CUT and each interfering core and identical loss, the
ratio between the mean ICXT power per interfering core and the mean power of the signal,
at the output of the interfered core n, called the ICXT level per interfering core, is given by
Xc = Np|Knm|2 [13].

2.4. CDC Modeling

To compensate the CD introduced along the transmission in the CUT, an optical CDC
module is used at the CUT output. The CDC is modeled by a SC-DCF. The DCF is modeled
considering linear propagation, with αDCF characterizing the DCF attenuation coefficient.
The DCF length is designed to fully compensate the accumulated dispersion induced by
core n of the MCF at the operating wavelength, by setting the DCF length to [39]

LDCF =
−Dλ,nL
Dλ,DCF

(5)

where Dλ,n is the dispersion parameter of core n and Dλ,DCF is the DCF dispersion param-
eter. The DCF dispersion slope is set to compensate for the effect of the dispersion slope of
the CUT.

2.5. EDFA and Optical Filter Modeling

We model the SC-EDFA by a block with flat power gain g and addition of ASE noise.
The EDFA gain g is set to fully compensate the losses introduced by the MCF and CDC
module, and the ASE noise is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise with power
spectral density, per polarization mode, given by SASE = 0.5Fn(g− 1)hνo, where hνo is the
photon energy, and Fn is the amplifier noise figure [39]. This model assumes a flat gain and
noise figure as typically encountered in relatively narrow optical bandwidths [40] as those
considered after optical filtering in this work.

The optical filter is modeled by a 4th order super Gaussian (SG) filter. The SG filter has
been shown to model accurately the optical filtering effect in comparison with experimental
results, and is widely adopted in the literature [41,42]. The transfer function of the i-th
order SG filter is given by

Ho( f ) =
1√
iL

exp

[
−
(

2| f − fo|
Bo

)2i
ln
√

2

]
(6)

where fo is the optical filter central frequency, iL is the insertion loss in linear units, and Bo
is the optical filter bandwidth at −3 dB.

2.6. Optical Receiver

At the optical receiver, the PIN photodetector is modeled as a square-law device with
responsivity Rλ. The electrical filter of the optical receiver is modeled by a 3rd order Bessel
filter with −3 dB bandwidth, Be,RX . The electrical noise power after the receiver electrical
filter is given by [39]

σ2
c = R2

λNEP2Be,n (7)

where NEP corresponds to the noise equivalent power [39] and Be,n is the noise equivalent
bandwidth of the receiver electrical filter [43].

The power of the detected ASE noise for the k-th received PAM4 signal at the electrical
filter output is given by [38]

σ2
ASE,k = 4SASEBe,nR2

λ(gPk + Bo,nSASE) (8)
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where Bo,n is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the optical filter. At the decision circuit, the
received signal impaired by ICXT, ASE noise, and electrical noise is processed to estimate
the BER and OP.

2.7. OP Estimation

In the following, the procedure used to estimate the system outage using the OP metric
in IM-DD PAM4 systems impaired by ICXT is described. Firstly, the BER is calculated by
the semi-analytical method known as the exhaustive Gaussian approach [44]. For a PAM4
signal, the BER is given by [38]

BER =
1

2 · 4Nreg

{
4Nreg

∑
j=1

ak=0

Q

(
F1 − i0,j

σ0,j

)
+

4Nreg

∑
j=1

ak=1

[
Q

(
i1,j − F1

σ1,j

)
+ Q

(
F2 − i1,j

σ1,j

)]
+

4Nreg

∑
j=1

ak=2

[
Q

(
i2,j − F2

σ2,j

)
+ Q

(
F3 − i2,j

σ2,j

)]
+

4Nreg

∑
j=1

ak=3

Q

(
i3,j − F3

σ3,j

)}
(9)

where i0,j, i1,j, i2,j, and i3,j correspond to the means of the currents at the input of the
decision circuit for the symbols ak at the time sampling instants, tj = to + Ts(j− 1), with
j = 1, . . . , 4Nreg and Ts the symbol period; to is extracted from the received eye-pattern at
the decision circuit input and σ0,j, σ1,j, σ2,j and σ3,j are the noise standard deviations for the

different time sampling instants [38], and Q(x) =
∫ ∞

x (1/
√

2π)e−
ξ2
2 dξ [43]. The decision

thresholds F1, F2 and F3 are optimized in each time-fraction by applying the bisection
method to minimize the BER. The effect of ICXT and inter-symbol interference resulting
from the filtering is taken into account by the waveform distortion at these tj sampling
time instants and, in Equation (9), this effect is included in the mean currents ik,j. The
effect of electrical noise, signal-ASE, and ASE-ASE beat noises are taken into account semi-
analytically in the standard deviations of the received symbols, σk,j. The consideration of
the impact of all noise types in a semi-analytical way allows a much faster BER computation
(though accurate enough [44]) in each time fraction.

The OP is the probability of a system becoming unavailable, i.e., the probability of
the BER in the presence of ICXT exceeds a given BER limit. In the simulation, the OP is
estimated by [20,45]

OP =
No

Nr
(10)

where No is the number of occurrences of BER above the BER limit, and Nr is the number
of simulated MCF realizations necessary to reach No occurrences of BER above the BER
limit. The required OP in optical communications typically does not exceed 10−4 [45,46].

3. Numerical Results

In this section, the impact of ICXT on the performance of optically amplified inter-DCI
systems with PAM4 format is assessed through the OP. The system simulation parameters
used throughout this work are presented in Table 1.

The attenuation coefficient and dispersion parameters of the MCF cores are assumed
to be equal. The electrical and optical receiver filters bandwidth were optimized in back-to-
back operation to maximize the receiver sensitivity. Then, for each link length, the signal
power at the transmitter output has been set to achieve the BER of 3.8× 10−5 in the absence
of ICXT, which is two orders of magnitude below the BER limit in the presence of ICXT,
similarly to what has been done in [22]. We consider a BER limit of 3.8 × 10−3 in the
presence of ICXT, since it is the most common BER limit used for datacenters connections
with forward-error correction [30,47]. The high number of PMPs is chosen to characterize
the ICXT statistics rigorously [11]. Two different skew-symbol rate products (SSRPs) are
analyzed: (i) |Smn · Rs| �1, where the symbol rate of the PAM4 signal is much higher
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than the ICXT decorrelation bandwidth [14], and the ICXT creates amplitude levels in the
received eye-pattern that seem to exhibit a “noise”-like behavior [21], and (ii) |Smn · Rs| �1,
where the symbol rate of the PAM4 signal is much lower than the ICXT decorrelation
bandwidth [14] and well-defined amplitude levels in the eye-patterns are created due to
ICXT [21].

Table 1. System and simulation parameters.

Parameters Value

Operating wavelength λ0 = 1550 nm
Symbol rate Rs = 56 Gbaud

Receiver electrical filter bandwidth Be,RX = 0.85× Rs
Receiver optical filter bandwidth Bo = 1.6 × Rs

Number of generated PAM4 symbols in each MCF realization 44

EDFA noise figure 4.77 dB
Optical filter insertion loss iL = 1

Number of PMPs Np = 1000
Interfering core power splitting ξm = 0.5

Number of interfering cores Ni = 1, 2, 4
Skew-symbol rate product |Smn·Rs| = 0.01, |Smn·Rs| = 1000

MCF chromatic dispersion parameter Dλ,n = 17 ps/(nm km)
MCF attenuation coefficient α = 0.2 dB/km

DCF chromatic dispersion parameter Dλ,DCF = −100 ps/(nm km)
DCF attenuation coefficient αDCF = 0.5 dB/km

PIN responsivity Rλ = 1 A/W
BER limit in the presence of ICXT 3.8 × 10−3

BER in the absence of ICXT 3.8 × 10−5

Throughout this section, the OP dependence of the inter-DCI PAM4 link with MCF
supported transmission on the MCF length, SSRP, ICXT level, and number of interfering
cores is studied.

3.1. OP Dependence on the MCF Length

The dependence of the OP on the MCF length, for one interfering core, r = 0.1,
|Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and |Smn·Rs| = 1000, and several ICXT levels, is studied in the following.
The objective is to analyze the effect of the ICXT in the case of electrical noise dominance
(short MCF length) and ASE noise dominance (long MCF length). Hence, the ICXT level is
set independent of the MCF length.

Figure 2 shows the OP as a function of the ICXT level, for r = 0.1, |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and
|Smn·Rs| = 1000, and L=10 km, L = 40 km and L = 80 km. In Figure 2, with |Smn·Rs| = 1000,
longer MCF lengths lead to a higher tolerance to ICXT, while, for |Smn·Rs| = 0.01, the
tolerated ICXT level is not particularly affected by the different noise regimes. These results
suggest that, with |Smn·Rs| = 1000, the difference between the dominance of signal-ASE
beat noise on the performance with 80 km-long MCF, and the enhanced contribution
of electrical noise to the performance, for 10 km-long MCF, may influence the tolerance
to ICXT.

Figure 3 shows the maximum acceptable ICXT level required to achieve OP = 10−3

and OP = 10−4 as a function of the MCF length, with r = 0.1, for |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and
|Smn·Rs| = 1000. Figure 3 extends the conclusions taken from Figure 2 to other MCF lengths.
In Figure 3, for |Smn·Rs| = 0.01, the ICXT level required to achieve the OPs of 10−3 and
10−4 varies slightly less than 0.5 dB, with the MCF length increase. For |Smn·Rs| = 1000,
the maximum acceptable ICXT level required to achieve OPs of 10−3 and 10−4 increases
with the MCF length increase, showing an increase of 0.8 dB and 1.4 dB from 10 km to
40 km and 80 km, respectively. These results may be explained by the way how chromatic
dispersion from the MCF and DCF affects the ICXT mechanism and also by the noise
dominance regime for the different link lengths.
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Figure 2. OP as a function of the ICXT level, for |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and |Smn·Rs| = 1000, for r = 0.1 and
one interfering core. The dashed lines represent a cubic interpolation of log10(OP).
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Figure 3. Maximum acceptable ICXT level required to achieve the OP = 10−3 and OP = 10−4 as a
function of the MCF length, for |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and |Smn·Rs| = 1000, for r = 0.1.

Furthermore, for 80 km and OP = 10−4, a higher tolerance to ICXT exceeding 8.1 dB
is observed for high SSRP in comparison with low SSRP. A similar higher tolerance to
ICXT for high SSRP has been found in other works [22,25]. For |Smn·Rs| = 1000, several
hundreds of PAM4 symbols in the interfering core contribute to ICXT, which induces a
“noise”-like behavior on the signal received in the CUT, and reduces the ICXT impact. For
|Smn·Rs| = 0.01, only one PAM4 symbol in the interfering core contributes to ICXT, and
well-defined amplitude levels due to interference are created on the received eye-pattern of
the signal received in the CUT. This increases the ICXT impact on the system performance.

3.2. OP Dependence on the Number of Interfering Cores

All preceding results regarding the OP have considered only one interfering core
with PAM4 format. However, several cores may contribute to the ICXT [2,9,14,16,48]. In a
weakly-coupled MCF, the number of interfering cores with a significant contribution to
ICXT on one specific interfered core typically does not exceed 8 [48], which corresponds to
the number of closer neighboring cores (with shorter core pitch) to the CUT [48]. In the
following, the OP is assessed for 1, 2, and 4 interfering cores, for L = 80 km, where signal-
ASE beat noise is dominant over electrical noise, for r = 0 and r = 0.1, |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and
|Smn·Rs| = 1000. All simulated OP with Ni = 4 were achieved in about three weeks of
simulation, in a computer with a 16 GB RAM with and four 3.2 GHz processors. The simu-
lation with eight interfering cores was not performed due to the high required simulation
time of about six weeks.

Figure 4 shows results of the OP as a function of the ICXT level, for Ni = 1, Ni = 2 and
Ni = 4, for (a) |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and (b) |Smn·Rs| = 1000, and r = 0 and r = 0.1. All interfering
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cores have the same SSRP. It is possible to observe that, for both SSRPs, increasing the
number of interfering cores from 1 to 2 and 4 results in an increase of the OP for all presented
ICXT levels, regardless of the extinction ratio, due to the higher number of interfering
cores contributing to ICXT. For OP = 10−4, Figure 4 shows an enhanced tolerance to ICXT
exceeding 6 dB, for systems with |Smn·Rs| = 1000, when comparing r = 0.1 with r = 0, for
all the different numbers of interfering cores. For |Smn·Rs| = 0.01, the ICXT tolerance is
not so significantly affected by the extinction ratio variation, with the tolerance to ICXT
not exceeding 1.3 dB. Furthermore, Figure 4 indicates that the OP degradation with the
increasing number of cores is similar, for |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and |Smn·Rs| = 1000.
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(a) |Smn·Rs| = 0.01
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(b) |Smn·Rs| = 1000

Figure 4. OP as a function of the ICXT level per interfering core, for 1, 2, and 4 interfering cores with
PAM4 format, for (a) |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and (b) |Smn·Rs| = 1000, for r = 0 and r = 0.1. The dashed lines
represent a cubic interpolation of log10(OP).

The maximum acceptable ICXT levels for OP = 10−4, for each SSRP and extinction
ratio pair, extracted from Figure 4, for Ni = 1, Ni = 2 and Ni = 4, are presented in Table 2.
In Table 2, it is possible to observe that, for OP = 10−4, doubling the number of cores, i.e.,
from 1 to 2 and from 2 to 4, for r = 0 and r = 0.1, a maximum acceptable ICXT level
reduction between 2.9 dB and 3.5 dB is observed. This reduction is not very dependent on
the extinction ratio or on the SSRP regime. For an unamplified intra-datacenter link with
2 km with PAM4 format in the interfered core and OOK format in the interfering cores [25],
for |Smn·Rs| = 1000 and r = 0, the maximum acceptable ICXT levels reduce around 3.8 dB,
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from 1 to 2 and from 2 to 4 interfering cores, in order to achieve the same OP, which
is not much different from our results. The OP was also studied for OOK transmission
in weakly coupled MCFs with a SSRP comparable to |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 [19,20]. In [19], a
maximum acceptable ICXT level of around −16 dB is required to achieve an OP = 10−4,
with one interfering core and r = 0.1. In [20], a maximum acceptable ICXT level of around
−23 dB is required to achieve an OP = 10−4, with one interfering core and r = 0. Hence,
the penalty regarding the maximum acceptable ICXT when comparing our system to the
above-mentioned OOK systems is around 0.3 dB [20] and 6 dB [19].

From these results, it is possible to infer that doubling the number of interfering cores
leads to a reduction of the maximum acceptable ICXT level per interfering core of about
3 dB. It is also possible to observe that the lowest maximum acceptable ICXT level per
interfering core is about −29.5 dB, with four interfering cores, |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and r = 0.
Therefore, it may be inferred that the maximum acceptable ICXT level per interfering
core would be around −32.5 dB for eight interfering cores. As the maximum number of
interfering cores effectively affecting the performance is typically 8, then an ICXT level
per interfering core not exceeding around −32.5 dB leads to an OP lower than 10−4 in the
amplified PAM4 link studied in this work.

Table 2. Maximum acceptable ICXT level (dB) per interfering core to achieve OP = 10−4, with L = 80 km.

r = 0 r = 0.1

|SmnRs| Ni = 1 Ni = 2 Ni = 4 Ni = 1 Ni = 2 Ni = 4

0.01 −23.3 −26.3 −29.5 −22 −25.4 −28.7

1000 −20.2 −23.2 −26.1 −13.9 −17.4 −20.3

3.3. OP Dependence on the Inter-Core Skew of Multiple Interfering Cores

All preceding results have considered that all interfering cores had the same SSRP. In
the following, the OP is assessed for L = 80 km, for r = 0 and r = 0.1, for two interfering
cores, in which one core has |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 and the other core has |Smn·Rs| = 1000. Weakly-
coupled MCFs with cores with substantially different skews can be found in practice [14,16].

Figure 5 shows the OP as a function of the ICXT level, for L = 80 km, for two interfering
cores, with the same SSRP and with different SSRPs, for (a) r = 0 and (b) r = 0.1. It can
be seen that having two interfering cores with different SSRPs leads to an intermediate
situation, in comparison to having both cores with |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 or |Smn·Rs| = 1000. When
using different SSRPs in each core, the maximum acceptable ICXT level required to achieve
OP = 10−4 is 2 dB higher and 1.5 dB lower, for r = 0, and 2.5 dB higher and 5.3 dB lower,
for r = 0.1, in comparison to having both cores with |Smn·Rs| = 0.01 or |Smn·Rs| = 1000,
respectively. Figure 5 shows that, especially for r = 0.1, the effect of having only one core
with low SSRP is enough to induce a severe degradation of the maximum acceptable ICXT
level for a specific OP, even if the other interfering cores have a small contribution to the
maximum acceptable ICXT level, as in the case of high SSRP.
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Figure 5. OP as a function of the ICXT level per interfering core, for L = 80 km, for two interfering
cores, with the same SSRP and with different SSRPs, for (a) r = 0 and (b) r = 0.1. The dashed lines
represent a cubic interpolation of log10(OP).

4. Conclusions

In this work, the impact of ICXT on the OP of 112 Gb/s PAM4 signals in inter-DCI
links links with full loss and dispersion compensation has been studied through MC
simulation.

It has been shown that, for one interfering core and high SSRP, the system is more
tolerant to the ICXT than for low SSRP, with an improved tolerance of around 8 dB. The
OP has been assessed by setting the ICXT level independent from the MCF length and
considering the variation of the MCF length from 10 km, where electrical noise significantly
contributes to the performance degradation, to 80 km, where signal-ASE beat noise is
dominant. With the increase of the MCF length from 10 km to 80 km, the maximum
acceptable ICXT level for an OP = 10−4 varies only 1.4 and less than 0.5 dB, respectively,
for |Smn·Rs| = 1000 and |Smn·Rs| = 0.01.

The OP dependence on the number of interfering cores has been also studied. It has
been shown that, by doubling the number of interfering cores, the maximum acceptable
ICXT level per interfering core to not exceed OP = 10−4 decreases nearly 3 dB and 3.5 dB,
for r = 0 and r = 0.1, respectively, and independently of the SSRP regime. In addition,
it has been shown that, for high SSRP, an extinction ratio of 0.1 tolerates a higher ICXT
level of about 6 dB in comparison with null extinction ratio, while, for low SSRP, the ICXT
tolerance is not significantly affected by the extinction ratio variation. Furthermore, having
two interfering cores with different SSRPs leads to an intermediate situation regarding the
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maximum acceptable ICXT level to achieve an OP of 10−4, in comparison to having both
cores with high SSRP or low SSRP. Therefore, having one core with low SSRP is enough to
induce a severe reduction of the maximum acceptable ICXT level for a specific OP, even if
the other interfering cores have a small contribution to ICXT, as in the case of high SSRP.

The results presented in this work have been obtained through numerical simulation
only and considered some simplifications. In an experimental environment, the OP levels
presented in this work may be affected when, considering different values for some relevant
system features such as spatial MUX, DeMUX, and optical filter insertion losses, ICXT in
the spatial MUX and DeMUX, differences between the chromatic dispersion parameters of
the different cores, different losses in each core, and incomplete dispersion compensation
(resulting in significant residual dispersion).
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